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1. 

At the very least, one could think that ethics in banking implies that the bank 
will not cheat its customers, banking authorities, or other market participants. 
Further, an elementary notion of banking ethics would recognize that banks 

accept deposits based on criminal activities or finance terrorist actions. A broader 
definition of ethical conduct in banking would perhaps include such items as good 

lending to marginalized borrowers, transparency of operations, support of the 

lending to marginalized borrowers is inherently risky. 

conflict between depositors and shareholders and presents shareholder incentives 

or savings bank structure solves this problem neatly. However, I point out that 

of the paper, I shift the focus to the benefits of organizational diversity in banking, 
on how banks in different ownership structures may foster that diversity, and also 
why ownership may not be a sufficient condition for diversity.
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2. THE PROBLEM OF RISK SHIFTING

In the absence of a generally accepted measure of ethical conduct in banking, 

into account the potential profits and losses symmetrically. Imagine the following 

social point of view project A is better. However, things look different from the 

and shareholders, we find that 

invest, this leads to suboptimal project choice.

investment partially based on debt, partially on equity. Another general result from 
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the model is that when the proportion of equity of total investment is increased, 

increase their required interest rate in response of higher riskiness of project B, or 

relatively more costly from the point of view of shareholders, and make them more 
likely to choose project A. 

about the riskiness of their deposit investment, at least as long as they think the 
deposit insurance is credible. Leaving deposit insurance aside for a moment, let 

depositors and shareholders are not two groups, but actually the same people? 

other words, the agency conflict between depositors and owners disappears in the 

and savings banks.1

and Austria and, until recently, in Spain.
owned banks in the sense that control and residual returns belong to the same 

banks are operated to the benefit of their customers, but not by their customers. 

1 
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regional or national banks, which, either directly or through subsidiaries, may 
conduct operations such as corporate banking, wholesale banking, investment  
banking etc.

the agency conflict between depositors and shareholders, some other problems 
remain pertinent. In the literature of cooperative financial institutions, two 
further agency problems identified in the literature are those between borrowers 

by the type of their relationship to the bank, whether they are net depositors or 
net borrowers. Apart from differences in the preferences regarding the pricing 
of deposits and loans, depositors may also favor a more conservative lending  
policy. 

However, in real life, the agency conflict between members and management 
is likely to be much more serious. Managerial agency problems arise when there 
is asymmetric information and managers can take actions that benefit them 

cooperatives, the monitoring of managers is made difficult by the fact that all 
members have only a small ownership interest and a very small fraction of voting 

structure also guards against transfer of assets from the cooperative to other 

then a suboptimal level of effort. 

have weak owners, savings banks are characterized by a complete absence of 

 

membership and membership is typically not closed.
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3. 

evidence against stakeholder banks, although compared to the failures of some 

much more fragile, we need statistical data to perform comparisons across types of 

to fail. However, there is some evidence on which to build. Already before the crisis, 

that stakeholder banks, and especially cooperative banks, were more stable than 
shareholder banks. From the crisis period, a series of papers by Ferri, Kalmi and 

investigate the performance of banks under different ownership structure in three 

to stakeholder banks, but the latter had better loan quality. In cost efficiency, there 
were no notable differences between shareholder and stakeholder banks in general. 

though stakeholder banks in general did not have higher levels of cost efficiency 
than shareholder banks, tightly integrated cooperative banks actually did have 

crisis period very similar to shareholder banks, but their performance deteriorated 

cooperative groups, individual cooperatives, private savings banks, public savings 
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groups are much more stable than other banks. Ferri, Kalmi and Kerola further 

specific and time effects, initial rating, changes in sovereign ratings, and various 

analysis for Moody’s, they find that even though the results are not inconsistent, 
they are not statistically significant. In further analysis they find that Fitch 
and Moody’s give to rate banks in different ownership structures systematically 
different ratings.

Figure 1.  The performance of shareholder banks and various types 
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sensitivity of banks in different ownership structures to monetary policy changes. 
First of all, they find that stakeholder banks have much lower volatility of lending 

fact, the results indicate that the elasticity of credit supply of stakeholder banks to 
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are many differences across the balance sheets of these banks. More recently, 
there have been developed arguments that for the functioning of banking markets 
as a whole and systemic stability, it is important to have banks with different 

the benefits from diversity also depend on banks having different objectives, not 

agencies and perhaps managerial preferences move them closer to shareholder 
banks in their behavior. If stakeholder banks start to behave more and more like 
shareholder banks, important benefits from diversity will be lost.

relatively good performance discussed earlier, cooperatives had not been invincible 

Austrian Volksbank group had become nearly bankrupt and had to be rescued by 

cooperative bank owned by its customers but instead owned by the British 

due to the losses it had encountered after the merger with another cooperative 

revealed gross incompetence of some leading board members, and did not lack 

branded itself as an ethical alternative to mainstream banks. Finally, in late fall 

banks and reduces their distinctiveness compared to shareholder banks.
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than many large conventional banks, because cooperatives are perceived as more 

4. 

th century 

the term was applied to worker cooperatives that transformed into capitalist 
enterprises and there is now rather large literature discussing and disputing the 

used in connection with financial cooperatives before. However, one could speculate 

to full investor ownership.4 In fact, there have not been full demutualizations 

demutualized. 
It is clear that there are many different kinds of cooperative banks. A large 

large risks lay in the fact that the central units, living in rather separate worlds 

that the managers of the cooperative groups tend to regard the investment and 
international banking operations of these banks as indispensable. In this regard, 
the cooperative banks may in the long term benefit from the recommendations 

core banking business of cooperative banks, the local levels, from failing due to 
crisis arising from riskier activities. However, the practice of cooperative banks has 

4 

whether this plan will materialize. In any case, it represents a move against the current. 
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moved into another direction, with the introduction of joint liability of operations. 

large that they must be saved, as has been seen in the Austrian Volksbank case. 

for cooperative banks to organize in tighter federations, which also enables faster 
growth than retaining the local orientation. From the point of view of the regulators, 
it is also easier to regulate one large single entity rather than a multitude of small 
organizations.

the financial cooperative sector cannot remain viable without the entry of new 
cooperative banks. In the traditional cooperative banking sector, there typically is 

the past few decades new types of banking organizations have emerged, namely 
 Many, though not all, banks 

latter is an older bank, dating from the late 19th

and they are less based in specific localities than traditional cooperatives. After 

emerged new cooperative banks in countries where they have been largely absent, 

still at a budding stage. 

5. 

related to the importance of banking diversity. In order to maintain systemic 

a valuable role in maintaining that diversity. However, if there is homogenization 
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customer trust towards banks is at an all time low, customers are moving from 
shareholder banks to cooperative financial institution en masse 

is a social need and customer demand for banks that are different, but there are 
many pressures towards undesirable homogenization, many of them originating 

Basel accords and the role of rating agencies in calculating capitalization, and 

It is not always clear that smaller means more ethical, and in the absence of 
generally accepted measurement of ethical characteristics in banking, it is hard to 

fully recognizing the value of diversity of banking organizations would go a long 
way to ensuring also a more stable and perhaps a more ethical banking sector.

Abstract

of risk shifting that illuminates the conflict between depositors and shareholders 

problem, however, these structures have problems of their own. Finally, it stresses 
the benefits of organizational diversity in banking, on how banks in different 
ownership structures may foster that diversity, and also why ownership may not 
be a sufficient condition for diversity.
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